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get the feeling this time a few
mistakes will do enough damage to pull him out of the mix.
Without the roars and energy to
help him float around the pines
Woods will finish somewhere in
the ballpark of 25th.
Cameron Morfit: As we
know from Jack Nicklaus, Fred
Couples, Bernhard Langer and
others, people who learn how
to play Augusta National don’t
just suddenly unlearn it. Woods
hasn’t looked right in 2020,
his speed is down, and I STILL
think he’ll be in the mix for at
least a couple rounds. Even he
doesn’t really know what he has
when he shows up to tournaments these days, but so what?
I’d argue that was the case at the
TOUR Championship, Masters
and ZOZO CHAMPIONSHIP,
Roundtable

— PAGE 15

Empty Restaurants, Quiet Streets —
The Masters by The ‘Missing’ Numbers
by

CHRISTOPHER POWERS

When the Masters was rescheduled from April to November, the
hope was that by fall fans — ahem
— patrons would be back in the
picture. Instead, the COVID-19
pandemic has persisted, and it
forced the folks at Augusta National to hold the tournament without patrons, in what should be a
startling scene on the normally
buzzing grounds.
It’s been written about already,
but it’s worth repeating how much
of a financial sting this is for the
city of Augusta, Ga. The tourna-

ment brings an immense amount
of dollars to the town each year,
and after already going through
this in April, the city has to go
through it again this week. “It
feels like it’s happening twice,”
said Dan Elliot, who is the GM and
head pro at nearby Forest Hills
Golf Course.
It’s been written about already,
but it’s worth repeating how much
of a financial sting this is for the
city of Augusta, Ga. The tournament brings an immense amount
of dollars to the town each year,
‘Missing’ Numbers

— PAGE 3

Organizers Make Cut Rule Change
At the 2020 Masters Tournament
The 84th Masters Tournament
will be played in autumn for the
first time in history after the
coronavirus pandemic halted the
2020 European Tour schedule
for more than four months.
The usual April slot — which
makes the Masters the first Major
Championship of the year — was
affected as the global health crisis heightened and the organizers were forced to postpone the
event until November.
All four Majors were affected
in some capacity with the US
PGA Championship moving to
August, the U.S. Open Championship at Winged Foot was
rescheduled to September and

The 149th Open Championship
was postponed until 2021.
Tiger Woods is the defending
champion at Augusta National
after his emotional one stroke
victory helped him claim the 15th
Major title of his career — his first
since winning the 2008 U.S.
Open.
Since 2013, the cut mark has
been the top 50 and ties, or those
within ten shots of the leader. In
2019, 65 players made the cut.
However, the rule of being
within ten strokes of the leader
has been removed ahead of this
year’s event in a bid to reduce
the weekend field. x
© europeantour.com
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Ortiz Holds Off
Johnson, Matsuyama for
1st PGA Tour Victory

Masters Roundtable: Previewing
An Unprecedented Masters
The Masters is finally here. It’s
been a long 19 months since
Tiger Woods completed one of
the game’s most historic wins.
As always, there are plenty of
storylines surrounding this year’s
Masters. Let’s discuss some of
the top ones before the final
major of a trying year.
1. As it’s been for many,
2020 has been one to forget for Tiger Woods. He is
coming off a T72 in his title
defense at the ZOZO CHAMPIONSHIP @ SHERWOOD
and a missed cut at the U.S.
Open at Winged Foot. What
do we expect from our defending champion?
Ben Everill: Rocks and diamonds. After seeing what he
was able to do in 2019, I won’t
be dismissing the notion of another win anytime soon, but I

E

Carlos Ortiz never doubted he
could win any tournament no
matter who he was facing, even
if he didn’t have the trophies or
the pedigree to prove it.
Now he does.
Ortiz holed two long birdie
putts from off the green to take
the lead, then was rock solid
down the stretch and delivered
the winning shots for a 5-under
65 and a two-shot victory in the
Houston Open.
Ortiz played the final round
alongside a former No. 1 player
in Jason Day. He spent the back
nine locked in a battle with the
current No. 1, Dustin Johnson.
He pulled ahead for good with
a 6-iron so good the 29-year-old
Mexican started walking after it
on the par-5 16th. Ortiz had to
settle for a two-putt birdie from 8

Carlos Ortiz of Mexico celebrates after making a birdie putt on the 18th
green to win the Houston Open at Memorial Park Golf Course on November 08 in Houston, Texas. (Carmen Mandato/Getty Images)

feet and he finished in style with
a 20-foot birdie for a two-shot
victory over Johnson and Hideki
Matsuyama.
“I wasn’t really thinking about

the other guys. I wasn’t worried,”
Ortiz said. “I knew if I played
good I was going to be hard to
beat. ... I knew I was capable of
Ortiz
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Nine Things to Know:
Augusta National Golf Club
by

CAMERON MORFIT

There’s magic in those Georgia pines.
With astonishing regularity,
the home of the Masters Tournament provides moments so poignant as to strain credulity. Think
Jack Nicklaus winning at 46 in
1986; Ben Crenshaw, then 43,
capturing the ’95 Masters after
burying his lifelong coach Harvey
Penick; and Tiger Woods’ victory
at age 43 last year.
Things to Know
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A scenic shot of the clubhouse during the 2015 Masters. (Jamie Squire/Getty Images)

Remembering the Final Round of the 2019 Masters
by

BEN EVERILL

It’s hard to forget who won the
2019 Masters. Tiger Woods produced a storyline for the ages by
claiming a fifth Masters title and
15th major championship. The
triumph was incredible for many
reasons, including the fact that it
came after a major drought that
lasted more than a decade. The
win was not far removed from
a fourth back surgery, either.
There was a time that Woods
thought he may never play golf
again, let alone win a major.
It was the ultimate fairytale.
The iconic image of his two arms
2019 Masters

— PAGE 6

Woods reacts as he wins the 2019 Masters.

See Local Holes-In-One at golfweekrochester.com

(AP Photo/David J. Phillip)
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Mulligans

News, Notes, Quotes & Anecdotes from the Local Golfing Community

John Mittiga Adds Finger Lakes High School Title
to List of Impressive Accomplishments in 2020
Cerames • 2x4.5 • 052317 • SH

Fax/Email: robert.cerame@gmail.com
Prior to last week, 2020 had Professionals.
At Geneva on Tuesday, Mittiga
already
proven to be an
impresFast-forward to Tuesday, Oc- posted four birdies — vs. four
Expositor-Ledger
Newspapers
sive year for 17-year-old John tober 27, when Mittiga — along bogeys — on his way to an evenRochester
The
Jewish
Ledger
Mittiga
of Geneva. Golf Week
with•the
top players
from around
par 71, finishing five shots ahead
2535 Brighton-Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, NY 14623
On June 28, Mittiga posted a the Finger Lakes High School of his nearest competition, who
(585) 427-2468 • FAX (585) 427-8521
1-over-par
73 at Chili Country League — met to decide the happened to be teammate and
Club to be the top qualifier for League
ontohis
fellow Geneva member Joey
WeChampionship
want YOUR AD
be perfect…
the RDGA District Champion- home course at Geneva Coun- Mahar.
Your ad will run as it appears here unless we hear from you immediately.
ship in July. One day later, he try Club. There, Mittiga again
Mahar’s 76 gave him sole posPlease review this ad carefully.
shot a 4-under-par
68 at Stafford outdistanced his competitors to session of second place in the
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pleaseVcall
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of many of the area’s top PGA Golf Championship next June.
79 and Penn Yan’s Clay Koivu-

niemi and Geneva’s
Kevin Bucklin tied
for fourth at 82.
In all, the top10 finishers in the
League Championship all qualified to
advance to the 2021
Section V Championship.
The Finger Lakes
League completed
a truncated regular
season schedule in
October, brought
on by concerns over
Family Owned &
Lunch n Dinner n Take-Out
Operated Since 1970
n BanquetNY
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Rochester,
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of local high school
Cerames.com
athletics during the
LEAGUE MEDALIST: Geneva senior John Mittipandemic outbreak. ga — seen here this summer after winning the
The completion of WNYPGA’s Western New York Open at Stafford
the League sched- — captured the Finger Lakes Boys High School
ule is unique among Golf League Championship on his home course
other Section V at Geneva Country Club on Tuesday, October
Boys High School 27. (Batavia Daily News)
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most
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Golf competi- against many of the top-ranked
and
web
tions
in
the
Section
are held in junior golfers in the country as
n Check dates and times of all events listed.
the Spring.
she heads to the NBIII NationIf there are any corrections, please call us immediately at 427-2468.
• • •
al Junior Championship, to be
hosted by the Koasati Pines
course at the Coushatta Resort
in Kinder, Louisiana on November 15, 16 and 17.
In this strange year of COVID19 pandemic-affected golf, condensed competition schedules and
cancelled events, Ford will soon be
able to compete at the top level of
More than two months ago — junior golf — representing New
Stop by our Sales Office,
at the Notah Begay III Nation- York State as one of only two
205 Lakeshore Drive
al Junior Regional Qualifier at girls qualifiers in the field.
Turning Stone’s Shenandoah Golf
Portions of the final round of
Club — Pittsford Junior Jayden the NBIII National Junior ChamFord posted rounds of 78-72 pionship on November 17, as
for a 6-over-par 150 to finish well as the closing ceremonies,
second overall in the Girls 15 to will be shown via tape delay on
18-year-old division.
The Golf Channel.
Now, Ford is ready to compete
Mulligans — PAGE 4
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LUXURY CONDOS
ON CANANDAIGUA LAKE

Pittsford’s Ford
Ready to Take
On Top Juniors
in National Notah
Begay Event
in Louisiana

“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”

CHOICE UNITS SELLING FAST!
On Site: Pool, Hot Tub, Fitness
Center, Reserved Parking,
Summer “Tiki Bar, ” Restaurant
Walk To: Beach, Grocery,
Ice Cream, Breweries,
Restaurants, Shopping
The complete terms are in an offering plan available
from the sponsor. File # CD150046

Isn’t it time you
enjoyed this lifestyle?

Lake Group

229 Lake St, Penn Yan

Personal Tours by Appointment: 315.532.4726

canandaigualakesidecondos.com

HEADING TO NATIONALS: Pittsford junior Jayden Ford presents the
qualifying certificate she earned by finishing runner-up in the Regional
Qualifier for the Notah Begay III National Junior Championship in early
September. She heads to the National Junior Championship in Louisiana
later this month. (RDGA/Instagram)
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Ortiz
(Continued from Page 1)

doing that because I know myself, but obviously validating that
and then showing it, it definitely
gets me more confidence. I’m
just happy the way it played out.”
Ortiz, a three-time winner on
what was then the Web.com
Tour in 2014, became the first
Mexican to win on the PGA
Tour since Victor Regalado in
1978 at the Quad Cities Open.
Ortiz held back tears as he
waited for his playing partners
to putt. The victory sends him to
the Masters next April. He was
there a year ago to watch his
brother, Alvaro, who qualified
by winning the Latin American
Amateur.
“It feels awesome,” said Ortiz,
who grew up in Guadalajara and
played at North Texas with Sebastian Munoz of Colombia, the
most recent Latin American winner on tour. “This is like my second home. There was a bunch of
people cheering for me, Latinos
and Texans. I’m thankful for all
of them.”
It was the loudest cheer for a
winner since March. The Houston Open was the first domestic
PGA Tour event that allowed
spectators during the COVID-19
pandemic, with 2,000 tickets
sold daily. They were treated to
a good show.
Johnson was making his first
start since the U.S. Open after a

positive coronavirus test knocked
him out of the CJ Cup at Shadow Creek and the Zozo Championship at Sherwood.
After opening with a 72, Johnson rallied with two rounds of 66
and a closing 65. His one regret
would be the 16th hole. Tied
for the lead, Johnson fanned a
7-iron for his second shot on the
par 5, leaving a tough chip to 18
feet and a birdie putt that grazed
the left edge of the cup.
Johnson had another birdie
putt catch the lip on the next
hole.
Matsuyama briefly tied for the
lead with birdies on the 16th and
17th, making a 15-footer on the
17th just moments before Ortiz
made his birdie on the 16th. He
narrowly missed a shot at a third
straight birdie on the 18th and
shot 63.
Ortiz finished at 13-under 267.
Sam Burns, the 54-hole leader, had a 72 and Day closed with
a 71. Neither was a factor for
much of the day. This was about
Ortiz holding off two players with
plenty of experience winning and
tasting it for the first time.
Brooks Koepka, who consulted on the redo of Memorial Park,
had a 65-65 weekend and tied
for fifth in his final start before
the Masters. It also bodes well for
Johnson, who goes into Augusta
National as the No. 1 player in
the world for the third time in the

last four years.
Johnson has not finished
outside the top six in his last
six tournaments. That includes
two victories and two runner-up finishes.

First Mexican Golfer
to Win a PGA Tour
Title in 42 Years

Mexico’s Carlos Ortiz clinched
his maiden PGA Tour title on
Sunday with a two-shot victory at
the Houston Open.
Ortiz held off a challenge from
world No. 1 Dustin Johnson and
Japan’s Hideki Matsuyama to
become the first Mexican golfer
to win a PGA Tour event in 42
years.
The 29-year-old was one shot
back from overnight leader Sam
Burns going into the final day but
he held his nerve to finish on 13
under par.
Ortiz held back the tears as he
delivered the win with a 20-foot
birdie putt, a victory which means
he will qualify for the 2021 Masters in April.
“I’ve played great this week and
it was really hard to hold the emotions all the way to the end, but
I’m really happy the way it played
out and the way I played, too,”
Ortiz said after winning at the
Memorial Park Golf Course.
“I wasn’t really thinking about
the other guys, I wasn’t worried. I
knew if I played good I was going

and after already going through
this in April, the city has to go
through it again this week. “It feels
like it’s happening twice,” said Dan
Elliot, who is the GM and head pro
at nearby Forest Hills Golf Course.
To highlight just how gutting a
patron-less Masters will be for the
surrounding area, we compiled a
list of numbers that will be “missing” this week.
$100-150 million: Estimated
amount of money the Masters
brings to the region annually.
$500-$1,000+: Estimated
room rates for hotels in the area on
Masters week, and that’s for those
10-plus miles from the course, says
Shaquan Gardner, general manager of the Augusta Sheraton, which
is two miles away. “The hotels on
Washington Road go for $1,000
or more,” he says. This week, you
can get a room for a normal rate
of $120 or less. “It’s like nothing
is even happening,” Gardner says.
200,000+: Estimated amount
of visitors that descend upon the
city for Masters week, over 2,000
more people than the actual population of 197,888.
35,000-40,000: Estimated
amount of patrons that attend
the Masters on tournament days
(Augusta National doesn’t make
make this information public). On
practice days, the number is estimated at around 50,000. This
week, there will be no patrons on
the grounds.
$25,000-150,000: The price

range for homes that are rented out during Masters week. On
the lower end is $50,000, which
some homes right on Washington
Road go for for a seven-day rental.
Others on the Hill, an affluent residential area near Augusta State,
can go for six figures for the week.
Folks who rent out their homes use
that money for home repairs or
mortgage payments, among other
things. This week, you can find
a home on Washington Road on
airbnb for just over $2,000.
$500,000: Estimated amount
of Masters-week revenue for the
three restaurants Havird Ursy
owns and operates in Augusta. “I
call the Masters my 13th month,”
Ursy told Golf Digest this past
April. Usry and his dad, Brad,
own Southern Salad located on
Broad Street, Snocap Drive In in
North Augusta and Fat Man’s Cafe
and Catering and Enterprise Mill
Events and Catering downtown.
$800: Cost of a foursome at
nearby Forest Hills Golf Course
during Masters week. With 200
golfers per day, that’s $40,000
in revenue for the course. For the
week, that’s nearly $300,000. This
week, a foursome at Forest Hills
will cost the normal $200 ($50 per
player). Higher-end courses charge
as much as $1,500-$3,000 on
Masters week.
$58,000: Amount one woman
paid an anonymous ticket broker
for four weekly badges and a home
for the week prior to the COVID19 pandemic. The anonymous
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An emotional Carlos Ortiz celebrates winning the Houston Open at the
Memorial
Park Golf Course.
(Carmen Mandato/Getty Images)
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broker told Golf Digest in April
that he’d like the woman to use the
accomodations in the fall, or put
the trip off until next April.
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American Airlines flights into
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the Masters, reported by the Augusta Chronicle in January. The
total seating capacity on those
flights: 9,446. x
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‘It’s Freakish’ – Golf’s Original Disruptors,
Professional Long-Drivers, Impressed by DeChambeau
Supbar podcast, Jordan Spieth said he was having lunch
with Rory McIlroy and Justin
Thomas when the subject of DeChambeau came up. “I was like,
this guy has to lose the Masters
to not win the Masters,” Spieth
said.
Other TOUR pros have also
taken notice, giving DeChambeau respect where it’s due.
No one, though, can appreciate what he has achieved quite
like the long-drive set, men
whose tee shots are accompaJason Zuback is a five-time world long drive champion. (Courtesy of Golf nied by heavy metal rock, primal
screams and stage smoke. Their
Channel)
niche sub-specialty hasn’t always
revolution came as DeCham- matched up well with tournaby CAMERON MORFIT
Pay attention, because we’re beau, who gained 40 pounds ment golf, although it’s been
of muscle in his quest to essen- entertaining.
witnessing something special.
That’s the opinion of golf’s tially bio-hack the game, won
Back in 2005, Zuback and
original disruptors, the profes- the Rocket Mortgage Classic in fellow long-driver Bobby Wilsional long-drivers, who have July. At one point, playing in son won the Champions Chalwatched Bryson DeChambeau the group behind Bubba Wat- lenge at Utah’s Thanksgiving
detonate drives, power-lift tro- son at the par-5 14th hole, he Point, hosted by Johnny Miller.
phies, and generally turn golf outdrove the one-time TOUR The two-man scramble featured
upside-down.
distance leader by 35 yards. teams that were by turns formi“It’s kind of uncharted terri- Matthew Wolff, who is almost as dable (PGA TOUR pros Dean
tory,” says five-time world long long as DeChambeau but with a Wilson and Mike Weir were
drive champion Jason (Golfzilla) flatter trajectory, finished second the defending champions) and
Zuback.
at Detroit Golf Club.
laughable (Scott Simpson
Buckman’s “We
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When history repeated itself comedian Bill Murray finished
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Sadlowski knows that all too
well.
“His motion with the driver is
a little robotic, like Steve Stricker, not a lot of forearm rotation or body rotation,” he says
of DeChambeau’s single-plane
action. “Not a lot is going to
go wrong there, and when you
factor in the speed with hitting
it fairly straight with the putting,
the world-class all-around game,
that’s a scary combo. I mean it’s
freakish.”
Naturally, DeChambeau is
inspiring imitators. While he
has talked about switching to
a 48-inch driver, Adam Scott
has tested a 46-inch model and
Phil Mickelson plans to put a 47
½-inch driver into play at Augusta. Rory McIlroy switched out his
driver shaft and posted photos
on Instagram of his ramped-up
ball speed and carry distance.
Call it the Bryson Effect.
Art Sellinger, a two-time
world champion who owned
Long Drivers of America, which
owned and produced the Re/
Max, has also been impressed
by golf’s so-called Mad Scientist.
“Hitting fairways is the least
important stat,” Sellinger says.
“If the PGA TOUR was played
only in Scottsdale, Arizona,
where drives run out into the
desert and cacti and all that
stuff, I don’t think you would
see Bryson play this way. But
it’s not. And out of the rough,
having a 37 ½ inch sand wedge
really helps because he can be
more vertical and put some heat
on it.”
(DeChambeau plays with sinLong-Drivers
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the other aspects of your game
are going to be compromised.
Distance control and ball flight
are affected with that massive
speed. You have to have some
continuity of velocity and club
delivery, so it’s a hard transition
to the traditional game. That
maximum velocity, pushing the
limits of everything, doesn’t necessarily help through the bag.”
Zuback is hardly the only
long-driver to have found that
to be the case.
At 5 feet, 11 inches and 168
pounds, former hockey player
Jamie Sadlowski was an outlier-specimen of flexibility and
fast-twitch muscle fibers when
he hit a finals-record 418-yard
drive at the 2008 Re/Max
World Long Drive Championship. He won it again the next
year.
Sadlowski also had a technically sound swing, and in 2015
decided to transition to tournament golf, largely on the Mackenzie Tour-PGA TOUR Canada.
The move hasn’t worked out
yet, with the highlights limited
to three career made cuts on the
Korn Ferry Tour, but he’s still
only 32, and hasn’t given up. In
fact, the example of DeChambeau may just prove motivating.
“Five years ago, when I was
going to start playing, I got a
coach and it was, ‘We’ve got to
slow you down a bit, get some
control,’” Sadlowski says. “But
I shouldn’t have done that. I got
away from my DNA and was
trying to play like Brian Gay
instead of like Bryson DeChambeau.”
Not that being Bryson is easy;
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following a short illness.
Throughout his 20-plus years
as a tireless volunteer, Fox served
on the RDGA Board — including
three years as RDGA President.
Many generations of RDGA
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 11
Tournament golfers will also
remember him as the colorfully-dressed and personable 1st
tee starter at countless RDGA
District Championship events.
A proud U.S. Navy veteran,
Fox was considered by many to
be a “Gentleman of Golf” — a
distinction for which he was so
honored at the 2019 RDGA District Championship at Penfield
Be sure to present proof of service ID indicating you are a U.S. Veteran, active duty,
a reservist or retired military personnel when you check out and you will automatiCountry Club by fellow voluncally receive an 11% discount off your total purchase that day. Offer excludes pharteer and past President Michael
macy, fuel, Tops Xpress, gift cards, office services and, by law, alcohol and tobacco.
Sorce. x

Local Holes-In-One

See More On-line at www.golfweekrochester.com
At Penfield Country Club, PGA Assistant Professional Dick
Lucas used a 7-iron to score a hole-in-one on the 150-yard
fifth hole.
At Deerfield Country Club, Russ Hodom used a 6 iron to
ace the 8th hole for 150 yards.

www.BuckmansCarWash.com

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!

11% DISCOUNT
FOR VETERANS &
ACTIVE MILITARY

TOP VOLUNTEER: Past RDGA President and long-time volunteer Jack
Fox, left, was presented with the RDGA Gentleman of Golf Award in 2019
by fellow volunteer and past President Michael Sorce, right. Fox passed
away following a brief illness on October 26. (RDGA)
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Things to Know

Gary Player and Jack Nicklaus during the First Tee ceremony at the 2019
Masters. (Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images)
(Continued from Page 1)

Here are nine things about Augusta National Golf Club, home
of the Masters.
1. Everything and nothing
stays the same. As Fenway Park
or Wrigley Field are for baseball,
Augusta National is a sort of cathedral of golf. There’s a timelessness about it. The towering Georgia pines, the spectacular canvas
of flowers (azaleas, pink dogwood,
etc.), the wildly undulating terrain
— it never changes.
But it always changes. The
club reversed the nines in 1935,
the year after Horton Smith win
the first Augusta National Invitation Tournament, which wasn’t
called the Masters until ’39. The
pond at the 16th hole was built
after the damming of a stream
at the 11th in ’50. And after
Tiger Woods went 18 under to
win by a dozen shots in 1997,
the course gradually went from
less than 7,000 yards to almost
7,500.
“Well, Augusta National has
been at the forefront of trying to
keep it competitive, keep it fair,
keep it fun, and they have been
at the forefront of lengthening
the golf course,” Woods said
early this year. “Granted, they
have the property; they can do
virtually whatever they want.
Complete autonomy. It’s kind
of nice.
“But also, they have been at
the forefront of trying to keep
it exciting,” he continued. “As
the game has evolved, we have
has gotten longer, equipment’s
changed, and they are trying to

keep it so that the winning score
is right around that 12- to 18under par mark, and they have.”
2. A November Masters
will bring big changes.
Jimmy Demaret dressed in yellow for Easter Sunday when he
won in 1950. We’re a long way
from Easter this time around.
Thanksgiving is more like it. Will
it be cold, the way it was when
Zach Johnson won in 2007?
And if so, what type of player
will that favor?
With no patrons on site, the
Par 3 Contest wouldn’t have
been the same and has been
cancelled.
With less daylight, players
will be sent off the first and
10th tees.
And in a neat new wrinkle
designed to bring new audiences
to the Masters and golf, the tournament will host ESPN’s College
Game Day from 9 a.m. to noon
on Saturday, Nov. 14, before
third-round coverage. The studio
will overlook Ike’s Pond and the
ninth green of the par 3 course.
“When exploring ways to
showcase a fall Masters, we were
drawn to the concept of hosting
College GameDay at Augusta
National to introduce the Tournament to a new audience and
provide even more anticipation
and excitement to the event,”
Augusta National Chairman Fred
Ridley said. “We appreciate the
collaboration with ESPN, our
longtime broadcast partner, for
this first-of-its-kind opportunity.”
3. There’s a proud amateur tradition. Bobby Jones,

Jordan Spieth tees off on the 12th hole at the 2015 Masters. (Ezra Shaw/Getty Images)

the consummate amateur,
co-founded the club (with Clifford Roberts). And as per tradition, this year’s field will include a robust lineup of amateurs
from around the globe, including
U.S. Amateur champion Andy
Ogletree and runner-up John
Augenstein; Latin America Amateur winner Abel Gallegos of
Argentina; Asia-Pacific Amateur
champion Yuxin Lin of China;
U.S. Mid-Amateur champ Lukas
Michel of Australia; and British
Amateur champion James Sugrue of Ireland.
Fun fact: Then-amateur
Bryson DeChambeau was just
one off the lead as he stood on
the 18th tee Friday in 2016,
but he triple-bogeyed the hole
and ultimately finished 21st. He
turned pro the next week.
4. It combines the best
of old and new. Jack Nicklaus and Gary Player will be the
Honorary Starters this year as
Augusta National honors its past
champions. Winners come back
for life, spinning yarns about
the old days at the Champions’
Dinner.
More history: The clubhouse
dates to 1854 as a private home
and is believed to be the first concrete house built in the South.
Fruitland Nurseries, which was
bought as the future Augusta
National Golf Club site in 1931,
billed itself as the “South’s oldest
nursery,” dating to 1856. The
course was closed and used to
raise cattle and turkeys for three
years during the war effort of
World War II.
On the other hand, Augusta National has always been a
place to identify the game’s next
wave, from 21-year-old mega-talent Tiger Woods in ’97 — still
the youngest ever to win — to
Tianlang Guan, who was just 14
when he became the youngest to
make the cut in 2013.
5. It’s consistently innovative. Longtime network partner CBS used just six cameras,
covering only holes 15-18, in
its first tournament broadcast
in ’56. Nowadays the network
uses 75-100 cameras to cover
all 18 holes.
The ’66 Masters was the first
tournament to use a stop-action technique seen only in football; 2001 gave us the first golf
telecast to use HDTV; and the
2010 Masters was the first major
sporting event produced and
presented in 3D on television
and the Internet. Ancillary feeds
like “Masters on The Range”
and “Amen Corner” broke
ground, as did the club’s 2019
commitment to capture every
shot on camera.  
And speaking of innovations,
the state-of-the-art press building, which opened in 2017,
features white columns and
gray stonework; a huge atrium
with skylight; grand staircase;
a wall of windows opening up
to the driving range; 350 seats;
and men’s and women’s locker
rooms. It’s a far cry from the
reporters’ old tent and Quonset

hut, and even a far cry from the
press building that one reporter
dubbed it “our Taj Mahal” when
it opened off the first fairway in
1990.
6. The architecture is revered. Dr. Alister Mackenzie of
Scotland was the original architect and brought design concepts
inspired by some of the classics in
his home country, including the
Old Course at St. Andrews. He
would design masterpieces from
coast to coast — Cypress Point in
Monterey, California stands out
— and spanning the globe. (This
in an era in which globe-trotting
was not easy.)
Tom Fazio helped the club
add yardage and trees for the
2002 Masters, and more wrinkles arrive seemingly non-stop.
The newly lengthened fifth hole
played to nearly 500 yards and
elicited copious bogeys last year.

The par-5 13th will reportedly
get a new back tee, although it
may not be ready yet.
The club considers every detail
— Bobby Jones, for example,
initially disliked the fairway bunkers at the fifth hole — adjusting
on the fly where needed. How
it might adapt after DeChambeau makes his mark this year,
assuming he does, is anybody’s
guess and one of the dominant
pretournament storylines.
7. Every hole has a story,
and a name. It was dubbed “the
shot heard ’round the world”
when Gene Sarazen made an albatross (2) at the par-5 15th hole
in 1935. He won a playoff
the next day and said the shot
wouldn’t have meant anything
without the title. He’s probably
right. Jeff Maggert made the
first albatross at the 13th hole
Things to Know
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2019 Masters
storm held off until not long after the deficit at the turn, but as the
raised in celebration, and the Woods finished off his return to Italian walked off the 11th green
emotional embrace he shared glory. It was a first major since he was once again ahead by two.
with his kids afterward, were 2008 and first Masters since Surely someone was going to
enough to make even the most 2005, as well as his 81st PGA have to do something special to
cynical get misty-eyed.
TOUR win. It also was the first catch him.
“I never thought we’d see any- major win for Woods when startTurns out, the man who had
thing that could rival the hug ing behind in the final round.
played with machine-like prewith his father in 1997, but we
2. Francesco Molinari was cision and little emotion would
just did,” Nantz said. “That hug a few holes away from con- prove human after all. His title
with his children. If that doesn’t tinuing an incredible 10- push was sunk by water balls
bring a tear to your eye, and month run.
and double bogeys on the par-3
you’re a parent… you’re not
The Italian took a two-shot 12th and the par-5 15th holes.
human.”
lead into the final round. He’d The first wasn’t the killer – he
Three-time Masters champion won his first major just a few still shared the lead with four to
Nick Faldo called it “the greatest months earlier at The Open play and had just missed a great
scene in golf forever.”
Championship and was just a chance to take back the outright
It’s easy to remember the final few weeks removed from a win lead on the 14th. The second
result. But, after 19 months, at the Arnold Palmer Invitational double was fatal though. From
some of the details from that presented by Mastercard that the left intermediate rough, Mofinal round may have faded from had vaulted him to seventh in the linari tried to chip his way on
memory. That’s why, as we fi- world ranking.
to the 15th green only to see
nally get ready for Woods to deEarly on, Molinari appeared his ball clip a tree branch and
fend the title, we’ve had another pretty stoic even with a few way- fall into the water. From there,
look at the entire final round to ward swings. While the patrons he became a close spectator to
see what we may have forgotten. were willing on Woods, they Woods’ glory. And as a sidenote,
1 . W e a t h e r c o n c e r n s couldn’t help but be impressed he hasn’t been the same since.
meant for the first time ever by Molinari. Until the par-4 sev- His T5 finish remains the last
groups of three went from enth on Sunday, he’d made just top-10 he’s had anywhere in
both tees in the very early one bogey for the week.
the world.
3. The iconic par-3 12th
A.M. on Sunday.
Molinari had been on a hot
saw
four water balls from
The threat of weekend storms streak since winning the Eurothe
last
five players.
had been touted for days in ad- pean Tour’s BMW PGA ChamMolinari
wasn’t the only convance and on Saturday huge pionship in May 2018. He also
tender
to
find
Raes Creek on the
storms hit states to the west of won his first PGA TOUR title,
infamous
12th.
While the exGeorgia. Tournament organizers at the Quicken Loans National,
pected
big
storms
hadn’t arrived,
took the unprecedented step of before hoisting the Claret Jug at
there was a small squall right
deciding to institute final-round Carnoustie.
threesomes off the first and 10th
He was T6 in the following at this critical juncture. Winds
tees. The final group of Woods, major, the PGA Championship, whipped up to around 20 mph,
Francesco
Molinari
Tony
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Masters. As it turned out, the back nine. Woods had halved find the bank and roll back into
the water. He was just two back
before the swing. Ian Poulter
then stepped up and followed
his playing partner. His 8-iron
didn’t have the legs to stay dry.
Both made double bogey.
Molinari was aware of the carMONROE
nage yet somehow made the
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Francesco Molinari takes a drop after finding the water on the 12th hole
during the 2019 Masters. (David Cannon/Getty Images)

Fans cheer as Tiger Woods makes birdie on the 16th green during the
2019 Masters. (Andrew Redington/Getty Images)

on Sunday.
The drama on the 12th helped
open up the chance of victory to a raft of hopefuls. Prior
to it, Molinari had led outright
throughout Sunday.
Jon Rahm birdied the par-3
16th to pull within one of the
lead at 10 under, but he failed
to get any deeper.
Bubba Watson, chasing a third
Masters title, went birdie-birdie-eagle on 13-15 to also hit
10 under and be one back. But
bogeys on 17 and 18 sent him
packing.
Rickie Fowler birdied the 13th,
14th and 15th holes and lipped
out another close chance on
the 16th. When he birdied the
17th he was just one back at 11
under, knowing he likely needed
at least one more birdie to have
a chance. Instead, he dropped a
shot on the last.
Jason Day, who was a 36-hole
co-leader, but was the only contender to shoot over par in the
third round, tried to fight back.
He missed a short birdie chance
on the 16th but birdied the last
to take the clubhouse lead at 11
under, one off the lead at the
time.
Patrick Cantlay made the cut
on the number at two over. He
shot 64 on Saturday and then
went lights out on Sunday again.
As the carnage happened back
on 12, Cantlay eagled the 15th
hole and catapulted to the lead
at 12 under. As he walked to the
par-3 16th, he saw his position
on the leaderboard. It seemingly
spooked the former amateur
standout. Much like Day had
done in 2013 when leading on
the same tee, Cantlay nervously
bogeyed the 16th and 17th to
drop back out of the running.
Dustin Johnson rarely goes
unnoticed but he had on this
Sunday. After four holes, he
was six back so it wasn’t until

he birdied the 16th hole that he
was featured on the coverage.
That moved him within one.
Birdie on the 17th saw him join
the lead at 12 under. Facing a
mid-range birdie putt up the hill
on 18, Johnson left it short. He
didn’t know at the time but had
he made the putt he would have
posted 13 under, the same final
score for Woods.
Xander Schauffele had birdies
on 13 and 14 to reach 12 under
and the lead. He stayed there
when he was unable to birdie
15 or 16. By the time he made
par on 17 he’d dropped from
the top to two back as Woods
surged. On 18, he drove it into a
bunker from which he produced
a fat approach shot and ultimately a T2 finish.
Brooks Koepka, who had won
two of the previous three majors,
was within one on the front nine
after a birdie on the eighth hole
but seemed to end his chances
with his water-ball double on
the 12th. Instead, he bounced
back immediately with an eagle
on 13 to be one back, and his
birdie on 15 saw him join the
lead. While Woods fired his shots
and earned roars behind him,
Koepka pressed ahead. He had
a 12-foot birdie look on 17 that
stayed high and after a huge
drive down 18 he hit his approach to 6 feet. Incredibly, having been beyond clutch in major
moments to that point, Koepka
pulled the putt left and had to
settle for par and T2.
Woods first got within one
of the lead with a birdie on the
third hole but followed that with
two bogeys. He pulled within
one again at the seventh before
finally getting a piece of the lead
at the 12th. Birdie on 13 kept
him up top but another on 15
gave him the top spot alone. His
next swing turned out to be the
2019 Masters
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Insulate to Keep Your
Home Cozy All Winter

and your family comfortable.
Closed-cell spray foam insulation installed in basements can
Dedicated to the Restoration of Rochester
help reduce the risk of water
entering your home. FEMA has
identified this insulation as a
flood-resistant material.
Reducing the prevalence of
drafts — Cold spots and drafts
AFFORDABLE • DEPENDABLE • PROFESSIONAL
throughout your home can literally make you shudder. It is
HOMESRESTORED.COM • 944-9980
estimated by the Air Barrier
Association of America (ABAA)
that gaps and cracks throughout
the typical 2,500-square-foot
American home can equate to
more than half a mile. Sealing
your home's tiny cracks and
crevices can help reduce the
possibility of drafts inside your
home.
Address potential problems before they develop — The frigid
winter weather can often create
problems that you did not anticwater damage can occur be- ipate around your home. Coldcause of ice dam formation. er temperatures and increased
Ice dams on your roof as well precipitation are harsher on a
as snow melt near vulnerable house. Cleaning eaves troughs,
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can result in costly repairs. Re- tion and getting your HVAC unit
placing traditional attic insula- serviced are all actions that can
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tion with open-cell spray foam help to prepare your home for
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upcoming
winter.
insulation can help mitigate air the
loss through your home's roof,
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ants, including places with pets,
smokers, or remodeling projects.

WINDOWS • DOORS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Every year, homeowners
across the country take precautionary steps to winterize their
homes to protect against burst
water pipes as well as improve
their overall comfort throughout
the colder months. Winterizing
your home goes beyond just
ensuring snow and chills stay
out. These three tips will help
ensure that your home is adequately prepared for the harsher
months ahead.
Reduce the risk of water
damage — Beyond damage
sustained from heavy rainfall,
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Dust Your Ducts
When you breathe a sigh of
relief after giving your home its
annual thorough cleaning, you
may be breathing in more dust,
dirt, and pollution than you realize — unless you’ve also gotten the HVAC system cleaned.

A Hidden Problem
Through normal living, people generate a great deal of
contaminants, such as dander,
dust, and chemicals. These get
pulled into the HVAC system
and re-circulated five to seven
times a day, on average. Over
time, this causes a build-up of
dirt in the ductwork.
Some people are more sensitive to these contaminants
than others. Allergy and asthma
sufferers, as well as young children and the elderly, tend to be
more susceptible to the types of
poor indoor air quality that air
duct cleaning can help address.

An Answer
Fortunately, it’s easy to deal
with. The experts at the National Air Duct Cleaners Association (NADCA) say HVAC systems should be inspected and
cleaned regularly by a reputable,
certified HVAC professional.
The ones who are NADCA
members possess general liability insurance, are trained and
tested regularly, sign on to a
code of ethics, and must clean
and restore your heating and
cooling system in accordance
with NADCA standards, so they
provide a high level of security.
Learn More
For further facts on having
healthy air in a healthy home, visit
BreathingClean.com. H –NAPS

Save 30-50% On Your Heating & Cooling Bill!
CALL COLER TODAY!
• Full Service Insulation Contractor
• A Healthier, More Comfortable Home
• Environmentally Friendly
• No Itching or Allergies
• Save on Utilities
• Prevents Ice Dams
Serving Upstate New York • Residential / Commercial

Call For Your Free Estimate!

585.626.0629 • coler.com
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Some tasks are best left to the the flame sensor, drive belt and
Insulating Foam Sealant, apply
the foam to fill in about 50% of
the gap around the window or
door and framework, allowing
room for the foam to expand.
Wipe away imperfections and
let sit 10-15 minutes until it's
no longer tacky. Gently press
the expanded foam into the gap
using a putty knife.
Check for damage to hardscaping. Walkways, patios and
decks are all susceptible to
wear that can lead to tripping
hazards or allow rain, snow
and ice to seep in and create
larger problems. Take time to
thoroughly assess these hardscape features and identify
issues like loose stones and
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Let our experts transform your decor
with new doors, hinges and knobs.

(Getty Images)

months while restoring aesthetic appeal.
Inspect your home's exterior.
Many elements of your home
serve essential roles in protecting your safety, regulating your
home's efficiency and preventing damage. It's important to
regularly check your roof for
signs it needs repaired, such
as missing or cracked shingles
or noticeable sagging. Gutters
can also accumulate a great
deal of debris from falling
leaves. Clearing these before
cooler temperatures set in can
help ensure rain has a clear
path away from your house,
protecting the walls and foundation. Also pay attention to
other elements like paint that
may require periodic updates to

maintain its protective function.
Eliminate entry points for
pests. When temperatures start
dropping, you're likely to see
some movement with creatures
who want to enjoy the comfort
of your home. Make it clear
they're not welcome by sealing
up places they may be creeping
in. A solution like Great Stuff
Pestblock Insulating Foam Sealant lets you fill gaps and openings with a quick bead of foam.
If a rodent has an established
pathway, try using a combination of steel wool and the
foam to deter it from gnawing
through the barrier.
Find additional tips for seasonal home projects at greatstuff.dupont.com. H –Family Features/Great Stuff
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“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”

Seeing is believing.
Free Design Consultation

The Night Is Ours™

Call 585-349-7654
Visit rochester.outdoorlights.com

extremes can help ensure that
you get the maximum enjoyment out of the season, while
protecting your home's vital
systems and indoor comfort.
"Winter weather can take a
toll on homes, so it's important
to take steps to protect systems
like HVAC and plumbing before cold weather arrives," says
Emily Lewicki, brand manager
with Luxaire®. "Properly winterizing your home can help
keep it more comfortable, prevent damage from cold and ice,
improve efficiency and help
reduce heating bills."
Lewicki recommends vital
winterization steps to get your
home ready for the season:
Prepare your gas furnace. During
the summer, you probably didn't
think much about your furnace,
but as winter approaches it's important to make sure all elements
of your home's heating system
are in top working order. If you

haven't already scheduled a professional service appointment for
your furnace, now is the time. A
professional technician is best
equipped to ensure that furnaces
are ready for winter.
Meanwhile, steps you can do
yourself include:
• Remove any items that might
have gotten stored near the
furnace during the summer.
Likewise, make sure air returns and vents are clean and
not blocked by furniture or
other items.
• Change the air filter. If you
have trouble remembering
when it's time to replace filters, try setting reminders on
your smartphone according
to the furnace manufacturer's
recommended schedule.
• Update your thermostat's programming to reflect your winter schedule. If you don't have
a programmable thermostat,
(Winterizing — Page 9)
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What to Look for in a New Garage Door —
And Why You Should Replace Yours Now

flow and is how most garage ber. With the old steel doors, begin, check out the “How to
door manufacturers show the the outside temperature would Buy a Garage Door” guide on
energy efficiency of their prod- come into the garage,” he adds. amarr.com or at YouTube.com/
uct. The higher the R-value of a “I fully expect to see a significant amarrgaragedoors. The guide is
door, the more insulation you’ll drop in my heating and cooling a helpful tool to get you startthe next
ed, offering great tips on the
get. Second, look at the door’s costs
Monroeover
Overhead
Dooryear.”
• 2x3 • 041620 • JT
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IMPORTANT…

At first thought, the dead of
winter may not seem to be the
optimum time to replace your
garage door. In fact, quite the
opposite is true: frigid temperatures and brisk winds readily prove the need to upgrade
your garage door from an older
non-insulated version to a modern, energy efficient garage door.
The garage door is generally
the largest moving object in
your home and offers the greatest exposure to the elements. An
insulated garage door will maintain the temperature in your garage in the winter and summer

and likely decrease heating and
cooling costs. Insulated garage
doors not only make the garage
more comfortable inside but
also affect the rooms adjacent
to or above the garage. In addition, a well-insulated garage
helps keep moisture out, and
its sturdy construction offers a
far greater noise-reducing sound
barrier than non-insulated models.
What should consumers look
for in an energy efficient garage
door? For starters, check out the
R-value. R-value is a measure
of thermal resistance to heat

Winterizing

(Continued from Page 8)

consider installing one; a properly programmed thermostat
can reduce energy bills up to
$180 a year, according to the
ENERGYSTAR.gov website.
If your current furnace is more
than 10 years old and frequently
needs repair, consider replacing
it before winter gets into full
swing. Extreme cold can make
a worn furnace work harder and
possibly fail altogether when
you need it most. High-efficiency gas furnaces like a Luxaire®
Acclimate™ gas furnace can help
ensure that you're never without
heat during the winter, while
also saving money on utility bills.
These ENERGY STAR qualified
furnaces are 15 to 25 percent
more energy efficient than standard models, meaning they require less fuel to keep your home
at a comfortable temperature.
Protect windows and doors.
Up to a third of the heat lost
from an average home escapes
through windows and doors, according to the U.S. Department
of Energy. Before winter arrives,
take these steps to protect windows and doors from air leaks,

drafts and heat loss:
• Check weather stripping on
doors and caulking around
windows. If any are damaged
or worn, replace them.
• Install storm windows to further reduce drafts.
• Use temporary measures like
draft dodgers along the base
of doors and removable insulation kits over windows
to help keep cold air out and
warm air inside.
Manage pipes and water sources.
Extremely low temperatures can
cause water pipes to burst, causing a loss of water and possibly
extensive damage to your home
if flooding occurs. Uninsulated
pipes can also cause heat loss,
which increases energy costs.
To minimize winter's impact
on pipes and other water-related systems, take these steps:
• Place insulation on exposed
pipes that carry hot water,
especially if they are warm or
hot to the touch. The Department of Energy says insulating pipes can increase water
temperature by 2 to 4 degrees,
allowing you to lower the

IMPORTANT…

setting on your water heater
to conserve energy.
• Have outdoor water supplies
like irrigation systems professionally drained and winterized to prevent freezing and
costly damage.
• Flush the water heater to remove particles and sediment
that collects inside the unit
over time, hindering its efficiency. If you don't have
a gas-powered water heater,
you can wrap it with insulation to improve its efficiency.
Finally, check on your home's
insulation in key areas like attics and basements. If your
home needs more insulation,
or the insulation you have is
in bad shape, add more before
winter arrives. The Insulation
Institute offers an online guide
to help you understand how
much insulation you need.
"Winterizing is the best way
to protect your home from
cold-related damage, and
ensure your home's heating
system operates at maximum
efficiency throughout cold
weather," Lewicki says. H –BPT

MonroeOverheadDoor.com
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Top Options for Customizing a Bathroom
As you probably remem- sues that bother you before Today's choices are customizber, choosing your home was committing to a major over- able and even high tech, so it's
strongly influenced by the haul. Be sure any changes you worth exploring your options.
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Ask yourself about daily istoms that dissipate heat, allowing hot items like hair dryers
or curling irons to be stored
without fear of leaving heat
marks. You can even choose
an LED night light feature to
softly illuminate drawer interiors, and in-drawer electrical
outlets for powering your electronic grooming gadgets.
The vanity tops and sinks
in the Cartesian Collection
are available in Lava Black,
Stone Gray or Quartz White,
include
a Peathroc@aol.com
separate white
Mileage Master • 3x3.3 • 100120 • GB
Fax:and
586-0509
/ Email:
porcelain rectangular sink or
can be used as a dry top for a
Expositor-Ledger Newspapers
basin-style sink.
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Fall Cleanups

Rochester Golf Week • The Jewish Ledger
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Snow Plowing

MILEAGE MASTER
“We ARE the GRILL MASTERS”
LP GAS • PARTS • SERVICE
Mon, Wed, Fri 1–4
Tues & Thurs 9–5, Sat 9–4
2488 Browncroft Blvd. 586-1870
We have a great selection of charcoal &
wood chips… hickory, mesquite, apple,
cherry, pecan, and Jack Daniels
“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”

GRILLING SEASON NEVER ENDS
& WE ARE OPEN ALL YEAR!

Weber parts in stock – grates, burners, ignitors...

Rochester’s Largest
Selection of Weber Grills
and Accessories!

opened and shuts off when the cabinet, providing access to a
mirror even when the cabinet
door is closed.
How's the lighting? Do you door is open.
For additional lighting imfind yourself mis-applying
makeup, or have trouble put- provements, consider adding
ting in contacts or performing pendant or chandelier lighting,
other tasks? Do you think you which provides great overhead
look different in other mirrors light without taking up much
than the mirror in your own space.
bathroom? Having a well-lit,
Do you just want a more beauclear mirror makes all the dif- tiful space? Consider minor
ference.
changes to your bathroom that
Mirror lighting on Robern's can transform your experience.
Uplift Tech cabinets offers op- When was the last time you
timal light direction and out- painted the room? A fresh,
put to eliminate dark shadows, bright color can really improve
providing bright, even task any size space.
lighting and a rich, saturated
Biophilic design is on trend,
tone in your reflection. The which just means making your
mirror's task lighting can be interior spaces greener and
controlled with a dimmer, and more natural. Incorporating colthere's even a programmable ors found in nature, plus addnight light. Defogging technol- ing natural elements such as
ogy comes with a 45-minute houseplants, can make any room
timer.
feel more peaceful and livable.
The cabinets offer not only Consider plants that thrive on
a mirror on the outside door, warmth and humidity when
but also the interior back of the "greening up" your space. H –BPT
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Kitchen Design with Health And Ergonomics in Mind

A well-designed sink can enhance the workflow.

Whether you’re among the
50 million Americans over 65
(90 percent of whom hope to
continue to age at home), the 60
percent of families with children
at home, have other ability issues or safety concerns or think
you could someday, incorporating ergonomic elements that
promote a seamless experience
in the kitchen can make it a
more comfortable place for everyone for many years to come.

Smart Sinks
Given the amount of time
spent in front of the sink, selecting one that considers your lifestyle and how you cook should
be a priority. Details such as the
durability and hygienic qualities

of a sink’s material along with
its style and size can impact
efficiency and comfort.
For example, the latest sink
from BLANCO, a manufacturer
of finely crafted sinks, is designed to enhance workflow
and accommodate all users. A
first of its kind, the IKON® 33”
Apron 1 3/4 Bowl with Low
Divide sink is made with the
brand’s exclusive SILGRANIT
granite composite material. Easy
to clean and scratch resistant,
patented SILGRANIT material is
a repellent, nonporous surface
that eliminates the need to use
harsh chemicals when cleaning.
The IKON sink also has a
convenient low divide that sits
just 5 1/2” from the sink bot-

tom, making it easier to handle
large pots and baking sheets
while still dividing the sink into
cleaning and prepping bowls.
The apron front or farmhouse
design, minimizes the need to
lean over as much and so helps
reduce strain.
Optional accessories further
enhance comfort and workflow.
A floating grid provides an extra
level within the sink so handling hot and heavy pots can
be safer and easier. A Floating
Cutting Board that fits right on
top of the sink instantly creates
another workspace beyond the
countertop.

Faucets
Semi-professional and pulldown faucet models help make
clean-up more efficient with
their easy-to-maneuver design
and powerful dual spray features. To make washing hands,
food and dishes easier, consider
a faucet with sensor technology
such as the BLANCO SOLENTA™ Senso Semi-Professional
Kitchen Faucet that lets you
turn on the water with a wave
of your hand. You don’t have
to touch the faucet with your

Winter Weather Emergency Preparedness
As temperatures drop, the
risk of severe winter weather
conditions and sudden power
outages rise. Preparing your
family ahead of time can help
minimize the impact of a power
loss.
Having an emergency preparation plan lets your family immediately shift into a proactive
stance when an unexpected
event, like power loss, occurs.
Your plan may include assembling an emergency kit and
talking with your kids about
how to respond in certain situations, as well as assessing your
supplies and resources. This
includes items like blankets,
non-perishable food, flashlights
and batteries. Families can also
benefit from portable generators, which reduce worries and
risks associated with unexpected power outages.
Portable generators provide
reliable backup energy during
dangerous power outages so
you're ready for whatever winter may bring. However, portable generators can also pose
serious health risks when used
improperly. Before severe winter weather hits, consider educating yourself about how to
safely protect your family.

Generator models that comply with the American National Standards Institute/Portable
Generator Manufacturers' Association G300 Standard, for example, provide enhanced safety
through carbon monoxide sensors and shutdown features that
help protect your family from
dangerous carbon monoxide
buildup.
Whether you purchase a new
generator or rely on an older
model, the Portable Generator
Manufacturers' Association recommends these safety precautions to safely use your portable
generator and avoid the dangers
misuse and carbon monoxide
can present:
• Always read the operator's
manual first and follow the
manufacturer's recommended
precautions and procedures,
as well as instruction on safe
operation and potential hazards.
• Know that you cannot smell,
see or taste carbon monoxide,
so proper use of portable generators is crucial.
• To avoid dangerous carbon
monoxide accumulation, always "Take It Outside." This
means you should never run a
portable generator indoors in

areas such as garages, basements, crawl spaces, breezeways, sheds or other partially
enclosed spaces.
• Always place a portable generator downwind and point
the engine exhaust away from
occupied spaces.
• Avoid placing a portable generator near windows, doors
or vents, as carbon monoxide
gas can accumulate and potentially be drawn indoors.
• Install battery-operated carbon monoxide alarms in your
home. Replace the batteries
and test the alarms regularly
to ensure they are in good
working condition.
• Learn to recognize the symptoms of carbon monoxide
poisoning: headache, nausea,
dizziness, shortness of breath,
weakness and fainting.
• If you feel sick, dizzy or weak
while using a portable generator, get to fresh air immediately and call 911 for emergency
medical attention.
Learn more about safely operating a portable generator
during severe weather at pgmaonline.com and takeyourgeneratoroutside.com. H – Family Features/Portable Generator Manufacturers'
Association

hands to get them clean — or if
they’re full.
Other ways to enhance the
ergonomics in your kitchen include:
• Use drawers instead of cabinets for storage so there’s less
reaching
• Install different countertop
heights to accommodate various users
• Raise the height of the dishwasher and oven if you can
• Select nonporous counter ma-

terials like quartz that are
easy to keep clean
• Use LED lights for more
brightness from less energy
and that are cool to the touch
• Consider an easy-to-clean induction cooking surface — it
can reduce energy costs, too
Learn More
For further facts about sinks
and faucets that can make your
kitchen safer, more efficient and
even better looking, visit blancoamerica.com. H –NAPSI
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GOLF opinion & comment
Strategy Will Be Key Under The Lights, Says Faldo

Sir Nick Faldo says ‘strategy’ will be key at
the OMEGA Dubai Moonlight Classic

Six-time Major champion and golf
course designer, Sir Nick Faldo, anticipates strategy as being the key to win
around his Dubai-based course ahead of
the iconic Ladies European Tour event,
the 2020 OMEGA Dubai Moonlight
Classic.
A world-class line up of ladies golfing
stars will plot their routes around the
Faldo Design course, Emirates Golf Club,
partly under floodlights during the week,
and Sir Nick Faldo believes players will
need to put their thinking caps on to be
in with a chance of contending.
Renowned for great strategy and superb iron play during his own playing
career, Sir Nick is well practised in shot
visualisation and approach play and recently spoke exclusively to tournament
organisers about the course’s challenge:
“The players will need to think carefully
around this golf course. Faldo Design
has been working with the club on a few
changes to improve strategy and playabil-

ity, and there’s no real benefit to gaining
extra length out there – anyone that tries
that is likely to find themselves in trouble.
“There are some really tight landing
areas and with the Wadi waste areas and
14 lakes, there is plenty to catch you out
if you are wayward. From the tee the key
is very much to find the right approach
angles to the greens. Good iron play will
be vital to get in the right spots on the
big greens.”
Played under the course’s floodlights
for part of the week at the Emirates Club,
the event is recognised as the only professional day-night tournament on Tour
and creates an impressive stage when
matched with the neighbouring theatre
of Dubai’s skyline.
This particular LET event means even
more to Sir Nick with a number of Alumni
from his junior Faldo Series teeing it up,
including three-time LET winner Carly
Booth and Solheim Cup star, Florentyna
Parker.
Sir Nick added: “Events like this demonstrate to me that the near 25 years of
hard work with the Series is paying off,
especially when I see the likes of Carly
and Florentyna on the start sheet.
“We started the Series with a mission
to help to develop ‘Tomorrows Champions’ and now with over 70 players on
Professional Tours, including eight of my
Alumni playing this week, I can only see
it as a great inspiration for all young aspiring golfers out there looking to follow
in their footsteps.

The Dubai skyline creates an exciting stage for the LET players

“This is a unique event, absolutely, and
it will do a great deal to highlight where
the Ladies game is at right now.”
With Sir Nick helping to provide an
inspiring platform for the next generation
of young girls, he further demonstrated
his commitment recently by putting pen
to paper to sign the Series up to The
R&A’s Women in Golf Charter.
Faldo concluded: “You can’t ignore the
strength and opportunity in the women’s
game right now and this event is proof
of that. In the junior game, we’ve had
five out of the last seven Series Grand
Finals crowning overall champions from
the girls’ categories, so they are really
starting to show the boys something and

it’s great to see the healthy competition
between them. The future for the Ladies’
game is bright.”
Formerly known as the OMEGA Dubai
Ladies Masters, the inaugural tournament
was played in 2006, with a strong rollcall
of previous winners, including two-time
winner, Annika Sorenstam, and four-time
champion, Shanshan Feng. Sorenstam
won the first two events back to back in
2006 and 2007, while Chinese former
World #1, Feng, dominated from 20142016, winning the tournament three
times in-a-row.
For more information on the
OMEGA Dubai Moonlight Classic, visit:
OMEGAdubaimoonlightclassic.com x

GOLF business
Study: Canadian Golf Remains Healthy
The Canadian golf industry
generated $18.2 billion in economic benefits across the nation
in 2019, according to a recent
economic analysis conducted
by Group ATN Consulting Inc.
on behalf of the National Allied Golf Associations (We Are
Golf).
According to The Economic Impact of Golf in Canada
(2019), the Canadian golf industry employs the equivalent of
nearly 249,000 people through
direct and spin-off effects and
contributed to $10.6 billion in
household income. The industry
also contributed $4.5 billion in
government tax revenue used to
support a variety of programs
for all Canadians.
Based on nationwide surveys
completed by golfers and golf
course operators in 10 provinces and three territories along
with multiple industry data
sources, The study is a follow-up
to previous comprehensive and
independent assessment studies
(2014, 2009) of the economic impact of the golf industry
in Canada. The $18.2 billion
economic impact of golf represents a 14 percent increase in
contribution to Canada’s GDP
between 2013 and 2019.
“The Economic Impact of
Golf in Canada (2019) further

Shannon Lake in the Okanagan Valley, West Kelowna, British Columbia.

reinforces the enormous financial, employment, charitable,
tourism and positive environmental impact that the sport
and the business of golf are
affecting across Canada,” said
Laurence Applebaum, chair of
We Are Golf and CEO of Golf
Canada. “This third iteration of
the study provides the golf industry with a powerful snapshot
of the scale and magnitude that
our sport has on the Canadian
economy and within the communities where we live, work
and play.”
The study presents econom-

ic insights for each of the 10
provinces and three territories.
Also captured in the report are
comparisons to international
economic insights from select
countries and regions including
the United States, European
Union and Australia.
The study was conducted on
behalf of We Are Golf by Group
ATN Consulting Inc., a world
leader in economic development and analysis for communities, regions, and industries.
Group ATN previously conducted the 2014 and 2009 Canadian Golf Economic Impact Stud-

(Stan Jones, Getty Images)

ies (based on 2013 and 2008
data, respectively), which have
allowed the Canadian golf industry to benchmark the game’s
economic impact over five-year
periods.
“Every industry has its own
unique circumstances to allow
for, and the ability to repeat the
same application of our model
for Canadian golf is a significant
advantage,” said Tom McGuire,
Principal with Group ATN Consulting. “Beyond consistency,
we have also been able to further improve certain aspects
based upon learnings from the

prior studies we did for the National Allied Golf Associations
(We Are Golf).”
Although released in 2020,
The Economic Impact of Golf in
Canada (2019) does not factor
in the significant impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the
Canadian golf industry.
“Establishing a baseline for
the economic impact of our
sport measured against pre2020 Covid-19 spending is an
important benchmark consideration for the integrity and
continuity of the study,” added
Applebaum. “Based on what we
learned through the 2020 season, the safety of golf through
this pandemic and the potential
for a lift in participation and
spending on the game, we are
optimistic in looking ahead.”
An executive summary along
with a complete report outlining
the results of The Economic Impact of Golf in Canada (2019) is
available by clicking here or by
visiting any of the We Are Golf
partner websites.
Go figure: Canadian golfers
played about 57 million rounds
last year at an estimated 2,283
facilities (2,043 courses or 18hole equivalents). Nearly half of all
industry employees (48 percent)
are identified as students. x
©Golf Course Industry
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The19th Hole . . . News, Notes & Quotes From the World of Golf
Old Driver Helps Koepka Finish Strong at Vivint Houston Open
SEAN
MARTIN

by

HOUSTON —
Brooks Koepka’s health is no
longer an issue.
His driver was a
problem at the
Vivint Houston
Open, however.
Koepka struggled to hit fairways in the first
two rounds at
Memorial Park
after switching
to a new driver. After barely
making the cut,
Koepka changed back to the
old club and charged up the
leaderboard.
“The first two days that driver
was terrible, just flat out. I don’t
know why we switched,” Koepka said. “It’s a shame. I know I
would have won it if I just would
have stuck with it.”
Koepka shot 130 in the final
two rounds of the Vivint Houston Open, the second-lowest
weekend score of his career. A
chip-in birdie on the 72nd hole
gave him a second consecutive
65. He finished in fifth place at
8 under par, five shots back of
winner Carlos Ortiz.
Koepka isn’t the only runner-up from last year’s Masters
who will head to Augusta National with some momentum
after a close call in Houston.
Dustin Johnson tied for second with Hideki Matsuyama de-

Brooks Koepka

spite struggling with his putter
on the weekend. Johnson and
Matsuyama finished two back
of Ortiz, who birdied two of the
final three holes.
Like Koepka, Johnson made a
run after a poor start at Memorial Park. Johnson, making his
first start since the U.S. Open,
made five bogeys on his first
nine holes of the tournament en
route to a first-round 72. He was
13 under par in the next three
rounds, shooting 66-66-65.
He will rue several missed birdie opportunities on the back nine
Sunday. Johnson failed to birdie
the drivable 13th and the par-5
16th, the latter after leaving himself just 208 yards for his second
shot. He missed a 7-foot birdie
putt on 17 and a 21-footer on
the final hole.
Johnson hit 16 greens Sunday
but missed all but one of the

seven putts he faced from 10-20
feet in the final round. Outside of
the 60-foot birdie putt he made
on the 11th hole Sunday, Johnson lost strokes on the greens
over the weekend.
Johnson, the reigning FedExCup champion and World No.
1, has now finished first or second in five of his last six starts.
A sixth-place finish at the U.S.
Open is his lone exception.
Koepka was actually one shot
outside the cut line with five
holes left in the second round,
but made two birdies to make
the weekend. He played his final
27 holes in 9 under par, hitting
13 of 19 fairways in that span.
“If you’re going to drive the
ball in the fairway, you’re going
to have a lot of scoring opportunities,” Koepka said.
Koepka started Sunday six
shots off the lead but came out
swinging. He made five birdies
on the front nine to pull within
one of the lead. He birdied the
13th hole to reach 9 under par,
but bogeyed two of his next four
holes before making birdie on
18.
Koepka, who has struggled
with injuries this year, still collected just his third top-10 of this
calendar year. After withdrawing
from the FedExCup Playoffs and
U.S. Open because of his ailing
hip, Koepka declared this week
that he feels “as good as ever.”
Now he heads to Augusta National with his health, and his old
driver back in the bag.
©PGAtour.com

• • •

He Hit What?!
Here’s what
Bryson
DeChambeau
Hit into Some
of Augusta
National’s Greens
Last Week
by

BRENTLEY ROMINE

The last time we saw Bryson
DeChambeau was last month
in Las Vegas, when he told reporters that he planned to play
some practice rounds at Augusta
National in the lead-up to the
Masters.
“We’ll have some fun and see
what I can do,” he said.
He had fun alright.
According to Carl Paulson,
co-host of “Inside the Ropes” on
SiriusXm PGA Tour Radio, DeChambeau teed it up last week
with Sandy Lyle, the 1988 Masters champion, and the reports
from Lyle were “jaw-dropping.”
Here’s a recap, per Paulson
via Lyle, of what DeChambeau hit into
some of the holes:
• No. 1 (Par 4,
445 yards): Sand
wedge
• No. 2 (Par 5, 575
yards): 8-iron
• No. 3 (Par 4,
350 yards): Flew
the green with
3-wood off the tee

• No. 8 (Par 5, 570 yards):
7-iron
• No. 9 (Par 4, 460 yards):
Sand wedge
• No. 10 (Par 4, 495 yards):
Pitching wedge
• No. 11 (Par 4, 505 yards):
9-iron
• No. 13 (Par 5, 510 yards):
7-iron (hit 3-wood off tee)
• No. 15 (Par 5, 530 yards):
9-iron
• No. 17 (Par 4, 440 yards):
Sand wedge
Of course, we’ve seen this
coming from DeChambeau,
whose distance gains have
taken the golf world by storm
and helped him win the U.S.
Open earlier this fall. He recently posted a photo to social
media that showed some crazy
launch-monitor numbers, including a 400-plus-yard carry with
the driver.
It is unknown whether or not
DeChambeau was using a 48inch driver shaft, but either way,
Lyle’s account adds to the excitement heading into next week’s
tournament. x
©Golf Channel
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5 Items from The PGA Shop to
Help You Conquer the Rain and Cold
If you’re planning to push through
the weather as a die-hard golfer this fall,
you’re going to need to be prepared.
The PGA Shop is the Official Online
Store of the PGA of America and has
everything you’ll need to conquer the
rain & cold.
Check out 5 must-have items below
& be sure to take advantage of exclusive
deals and promos.

FootJoy 2020 PGA
Championship Black HydroLite
Full-Zip Rain Jacket

know how excited you are for this major
championship. $214.99

New Era
Graphite
2020 Ryder
Cup USA
Cuffed
Knit Hat
with Pom

You love
cheering on
the USA when
watching the
Ryder Cup. Show your team spirit even
when the weather drops with this USA
cuffed knit hat with pom from New Era.
With crisp 2020 Ryder Cup graphics, this
hat will turn heads during any cold day
you wear it. $29.99

Let other golf fans know how excited
you are for the 2021 PGA Championship
by bringing this 16” x 32” Hi-Def Ultimate Microfiber golf towel on the course
with you. Its easy-to-use metal clip and
grommet make attaching it to your golf
bag a cinch. This equally attractive and
functional accessory features bold 2021
PGA Championship graphics, so your
anticipation for the major tournament
won’t be in question. $27.99

FootJoy Charcoal 2020
PGA Championship
HydroLite Rain Shirt

2021 PGA Championship
16’’ x 32’’ Hi-Def Ultimate
Microfiber Golf Towel

You’re an avid golf fan and love to
flaunt it. Show your fandom during the
2020 PGA Championship by grabbing
this Hydrolite Full-Zip Rain Jacket from
FootJoy. It features bold PGA Championship graphics that will let everyone

Every year, the PGA Championship
gathers the best in professional golf
to see who will come out on top. The

easiest way to celebrate this highly
anticipated event is by grabbing this
2020 PGA Championship HydroLite
rain shirt! The crisp graphics on this
FootJoy top are sure to tell fellow
golf enthusiasts that you’re a big
fan of the tournament. $169.99

Imperial Pink 2020 Ryder
Cup Laser-Etched Suede Patch
Cuffed Knit Hat with Pom
Your excitement
for
the
2020 Ryder
Cup grows
every day.
You want
to show off
your enthusiasm even
in the winter months
when chilly
weather
hits, but you need the right gear. Try out
this Ryder Cup Laser-Etched Suede Patch
cuffed knit hat with pom from Imperial.
Its comfy design will keep your head and
ears cozy while the stylish look helps
you get the notice of all your fellow fans.
$24.99 x
©PGA

Justin Rose Warns Against Attempts to “Bryson-Proof” Augusta
Bryson DeChambeau has
dominated the headlines since
golf returned from the coronavirus shutdown and proved the
doubters wrong with his emphatic victory at Winged Foot,
a course which was meant to
expose the limitations of his
one-dimensional ‘bomb and
gouge’ approach.
DeChambeau’s six-shot victory
has seen him installed as the
favorite for the Masters, where
Tiger Woods’ 12-stroke triumph
and 18 under par winning total
in 1997 prompted talk of trying to “Tiger-proof” venues in
response.
Speaking after finishing a
distant second to Woods, Tom
Kite said: “Obviously, the Masters committee has to be a little
concerned. They’ve got a golf

course that’s pretty darn tough,
and they’ve got somebody just
ripping it up.”
Joint course record holder
Nick Price added: “It’ll be interesting to see what they do to
their golf course. They have to
do something.”
The answer was, primarily,
increasing the length of the
course, initially by just 60 yards
in 1999 but then by 285 yards
in 2002 and another 155 in
2006.
Woods was not exactly perturbed by the changes, winning
his second green jacket in 2001
and defending his title the following year, and although he did not
perform well in 2003 or 2004,
his victory in 2005 was the start
of a nine-year run in which he
only once finished outside the

Long-Drivers
gle-length irons.)
That said, Sellinger adds, “His
putter won him the U.S. Open.
People don’t give him credit for
that. He putts the eyes out of it,
that’s all there is to it.”
Indeed, DeChambeau is a
multi-dimensional marvel. At the
Rocket Mortgage, he became the
first winner in the ShotLink era
(since 2003) to lead the field in
Strokes Gained: Off-the-Tee and
Strokes Gained: Putting. He also
led in Driving Distance (350.6
yards) and Par-4 Scoring (3.68).
Doing his homework has also
helped. DeChambeau revealed
on a recent podcast with FlightScope launch monitors that he

top six.
The most recent course
change, which saw the fifth
hole lengthened by 40 yards for
2019, did at least cause Woods
problems as he made bogey
there in all four rounds, but that
did not prevent him from securing an emotional fifth Masters
title and first major since 2008.
And even though the par-five
13th could be lengthened in
the future after the purchase of
land from the adjacent Augusta
Country Club made room for a
new tee, Rose would not expect
that to make much of a difference to DeChambeau.
“He putts well and he hits a
350-yard high draw, so as far as
I can see that’s a decent recipe
for Augusta,” Rose told the PA
news agency.

“He’s not that much less accurate than the rest of us so (even)
if you’re putting trees in for him,
you’re putting trees in for the
whole field. From an accuracy
point of view I don’t think that’s
an answer.
“He’s hitting sort of 60 per
cent of fairways and I don’t see
many other top players doing
much more than that.
“He’s doing a great job of
lashing it fairly straight so I don’t
know how you protect against
that. Fair play to him.”
While DeChambeau’s best finish in the Masters is a tie for 21st
in 2016 while still an amateur,
Rose was runner-up in 2015 and
2017 and last year’s missed cut
was his first in 14 appearances.
The Olympic champion lost
out to Ryder Cup team-mate

Sergio Garcia in a play-off in
2017 and is hoping his experience will help him deal with the
vagaries of the first ever autumn
Masters.
“I know how to play the golf
course, I know the strategy that I
like to see around there and how
I like to play it,” added the former world number one, who has
slipped to 27th in the rankings.
“I’ve always gone in the
spring, I’ve never gone once
it’s reopened in October. I’m
probably going to spend the
week before in the area and get
acclimatized.
“We don’t quite know what to
expect weather-wise, don’t quite
know what to expect in terms
of course conditioning. I think it
could be a trickier Masters.” x

his hip turn, the positions he
gets into, he’s got a real good
amount of mobility, which helps
in terms of injury prevention.
“There’s a lot of stresses on
the body trying to move that
fast,” he adds. “The lower back,
the lumbar spine, where the hips
and spine join, the shoulders as
well as the wrists. And I know
he’s modified his training so his
body can accommodate those
forces.”
Did DeChambeau worry about
remaking himself given that he’d
already won the U.S. Amateur,
NCAA individual title and five
TOUR titles? Granted, he transformed his body under the close

watch of his coach, Dallas-based
Chris Como, and Denver-based
trainer, Greg Roskopf, but what
if the 6,000 calories a day, the
40-pound weight gain – what if
it had all backfired?
“Calculated risk, for sure,” DeChambeau told PGATOUR.com
after winning the U.S. Open.
Winged Foot was bathed in
moonlight as he sat in a darkened side room inside the
clubhouse and digested his
game-changing win, plus a
steak, pizza and protein shake.
He slumped in his chair, bone
tired. Bryson 2.0 was a hit, but
still – the risk he took.
Calculated risk. And the initial

data, he added, were too promising to ignore.
Had he ever done anything
else this – extreme?
He brightened. “For physics class I rewrote the whole
textbook just because I wanted
to understand the information
really well,” he said. “I wasn’t
the best studier in school, so the
only way I could remember stuff
is when I wrote it down. Junior
year. I still have the book.
“Obviously,” he continued,
“they thought I was crazy.”
No one thinks that anymore.
Especially not the original crazies like Golfzilla. x

© sportsmole.co.uk

(Continued from Page 4)

brought that piece of optimizing
equipment into the rough for
his U.S. Open practice rounds.
Why? To establish exactly where
he could miss off the tee and still
hit the greens.
“I leave no stone unturned,”
DeChambeau said.
That also includes assembling
a team of experts around him to
mitigate the risk of injury.
“He’s trying to move as fast
in a rotary manner that his
body will accommodate,” says
Zuback, who now coaches and
consults on power golf with the
Titleist Performance Institute
in Oceanside, California. “You
can see with his shoulder turn,

© PGATOUR.com
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Things to Know

2019 Masters

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 6)

in 1994, and Louis Oosthuizen
made an albatross at the second
hole in 2012.
Both shots were soon forgotten relative to Sarazen’s.
More storytelling: Augusta National co-founder Clifford Roberts and renowned sportswriter
Grantland Rice hosted a private
train party for the official opening of the club in 1933. Herbert
Warren Wind, another sportswriter, coined the term “Amen
Corner.”
Oh, and every hole is named
in a sort of homage to the
old nursery: Tea Olive for the
first hole, Pink Dogwood for
the second, Flowering Peach
for the third, and so on. The
most famous is arguably Golden
Bell, the short, par-3 12th hole,
where club selection is key and
train wrecks are not uncommon,
often separating the winners
from the also-rans.
8. Guile is rewarded.
First-timer Fuzzy Zoeller won
the tournament in 1979, but
he’s the only newbie to don the
green jacket. More often than
not, players require seasoning
to grasp the course’s intricacies.
Veterans sometimes turn back
the clock at Augusta National:
Jack in ’86, Tiger last year. You
also get compelling sidebars like
Bernhard Langer making the cut
last year at age 61. Don’t count
out Phil Mickelson, 50.

The flip side is the near-misses
that tug on the heartstrings, like
48-year-old Kenny Perry bogeying the last two holes to fall
into a playoff, which he lost to
Angel Cabrera, in 2009. More
agonizing still was veteran Greg
Norman’s collapse as he lost a
six-shot lead and Nick Faldo won
in 1996.
9. Youth is irrepressible.
Woods was 21 when he won
in ’97. Jordan Spieth was a
marginally older 21 when he
won in 2015, tying Woods’ 72hole scoring record of 18-under
270. They’re the two youngest
winners ever.
It helps to be too young to
have scar tissue.

Conversely, as with the oldies,
the kids have suffered their own
wipeouts.
A shellshocked Spieth made
a quadruple-bogey 7 at the
12th hole and lost the ’16 Masters in his title defense. Brandt
Snedeker, then 27, shot a final-round 77 to finish T3, four
back of winner Trevor Immelman, in 2008. Rory McIlroy,
then 21, shot a final-round 80
to lose in 2011.
Ah, well, maybe tears are inevitable at Augusta for both the
winners and the losers. The trick is
just being young enough to survive
it and come back next year — or
in five months. x
© PGATOUR.com

clincher though. Which brings us
to our final point…
5. The par-3 16th produced more excitement and
another iconic Tiger moment.
Not a Masters goes by without
multiple replays of Woods chipping in for birdie on the 16th
in 2005 as he fought towards
victory over Chris DiMarco. It’s
a sensational highlight but we
almost had one better.
Using his decades of experience Woods struck a sublime
8-iron to the peak of the slope
just right and beyond the traditional Sunday pin. The ball
reached the crest, turned and
started its move back down the
slope with eyes for the cup. With
a huge gallery willing it on, the
ball threatened to dive in for an
ace before dribbling past the
edge and stopping at kick-in
distance. The subsequent birdie
set up a two-shot lead that would
only halve when he played the
18th conservatively to secure a
famous win.
It was clear Woods sensed the
moment, having just wrestled
the lead for himself on the 15th.
He knew he could go a long way
towards securing the title with
one more good swing and he
executed it with near perfection,
much to the delight of Olympic legend Michael Phelps who
stood out in the background
behind the tee box.

his painful wreck on 12 (on the
way to a T5) that opened the
door for Tiger last year. And
you’ll think I’m crazy, but 2007
champion Zach Johnson, 44, is
starting to show something again
with a T8 at the U.S. Open and
top-25s at the Sanderson Farms
Championship and Shriners
Hospitals for Children Open. If
Augusta plays fast and bouncy
and cool, I could see a top-10
finish from him.
Martin: Paul Casey’s form
has been a bit off since, but he
did finish runner-up at the PGA
Championship. Combine that
with the fact that he had four
straight top-15s at the Masters
from 2015-18, including three
finishes of sixth or better in that
span.
3. Adam Scott, the 2013
Masters champion, had a
nice showing at the Vivint
Houston Open. Anyone else
from the last 10 years of
winners we should be keeping an eye on?
Everill: As noted above, I see
Scott having a good crack at another title but if I have to shove
away from my Aussie mate, I’ll
say Bubba Watson is a serious
sleeper for a third Masters win.
He’s been showing flashes of
form in recent weeks and he can
curve the ball around the joint
better than most.
Morfit: I agree that Watson
is trending in a nice direction

with a T4 at the ZOZO and T7
at THE CJ CUP @ SHADOW
CREEK. I’d also throw Sergio
Garcia in there after watching
him win the Sanderson. As
much as I’d like to say to keep
an eye on Phil Mickelson, I just
can’t. Patrick Reed would be a
better bet.
Martin: I’ll have to give another mention of Watson because of his good form and the
fact that he has made steps to
work on the anxiety that can
hamper him. He admitted in
a Golfweek story that his drastic weight loss a few years ago
was caused by anxiety but he
has been getting help and doing
breathing exercises. Watson has
all the physical gifts in the world.
If his mental game is improving,
as well, that could be a dangerous combination.
4. Much of the attention
since golf returned in June
has been on Bryson DeChambeau. He won the U.S.
Open on a course that many
didn’t think would suit him,
and now heads to Augusta,
which as Jordan Spieth said
recently should suit him perfectly. Is Bryson the clear
favorite?
Everill: Short answer, yes.
While he hasn’t putted well at
Augusta before this new and improved Bryson is much steadier
on the greens and he will be hitting wedges on most holes so his

putts will all be shorter anyway.
While finishing off a Masters
win is very difficult, the fact no
patrons will be in attendance will
also limit the pressure.
Morfit: He’s the clear favorite. We forget that in 2016
then-amateur DeChambeau was
just one off the lead as he stood
on the 18th tee Friday, but triple-bogeyed the hole and finished 21st. He likes the course,
and this will showcase the aspect
of his game that remains underrated, his putting.
Martin: How quickly we forget about the No. 1 player in the
world, a guy who has finished
in the top 10 in the last four
Masters. And it wasn’t long ago
we were calling HIM unbeatable
because of his dominant run
to the FedExCup. Johnson has
figured out how to play Augusta
National and has the physical
skills to boot. I give Johnson the
edge because of his history at
Augusta National.
5. This Masters will be
played seven months later
than usual. Will it still be
the same?
Everill: No. But that’s OK.
We will all miss the roars and
atmosphere we’ve become accustomed to but hopefully it’s a
one-off and can be one of those
things you can talk about well
into the future. Remember the
2020 Masters when we could
see the entire course without

Tiger Woods celebrates winning the 1997 Masters.

(Stephen Munday/Allsport/

Getty Images)

“The Tiger has hunted them
down and now he’s going for the
kill,” Faldo said.
While Woods missed out on
his hole-in-one, Bryson DeChambeau and Justin Thomas
proved it was possible as both
had earlier sent roars through
the pines with aces.
When DeChambeau’s ball disappeared, some of the pain of
falling out of contention after
taking the first-round lead drifted
away as it was his first career
ace. In the excitement he spun
around and bear hugged a bemused Takumi Kanaya, the upand-coming Japanese star who
was an amateur in the field.
“Swelling with pride,” Verne
Lundquist said as DeChambeau
retrieved the ball. Now as he
returns, DeChambeau is swollen
in muscle.
Thomas watched Rahm come
within a couple of ball turns of
an ace in his group before showing the Spaniard that the best
way is not to come in from the
front as Rahm had done, but to
bring the ball back off the slope
above the hole. His 8-iron never
looked like missing once it started its roll.
Both aces brought loud roars,
but the Tiger near ace, and the
birdie conversion, were deafening. The type reserved for the
greatest champions. The type of
thing we should never forget. x
© PGATOUR.com

Roundtable
(Continued from Page 1)

his last three wins.
Sean Martin: He hasn’t
missed a Masters cut since his
sophomore season at Stanford,
so I think that’s out of the question. He has 14 top-10s in 20
Masters starts as a pro. Familiarity with Augusta National goes
a long way, but it also can’t
overcome physical limitations. I
agree with Ben. I think a T25 is
in the offing.
2. Good times for the oldies lately, with 40-somethings Stewart Cink
(Safeway), Sergio Garcia
(Sanderson Farms) and
Brian Gay (Bermuda) picking up wins. Martin Laird,
37, also won at the Shriners
Hospitals for Children Open.
Which wily veterans are on
your radar at Augusta?
Everill: Woods has the capacity to be what we saw multiple times from the likes of Jack
Nicklaus, Fred Couples and
Bernhard Langer but if we are
using 40 as the barrier to veteran status I’ll also put in a vote
for Adam Scott. He had decent
form through the Vivint Houston Open to show his bout with
COVID-19 hasn’t hampered him
too much.
Morfit: He’s still just 37, but
Francesco Molinari is starting
to play well again just in time
for another Masters. He’ll want
to make a new memory after

grandstands? Remember how
pure the product looked on tv?
It was like being right in the middle of the action yourself. And
how about that epic finish when
Jason Day, Adam Scott Cameron Smith and Marc Leishman all
made the playoff.
Morfit: Not exactly. One of
the oddities of this Masters has
been the qualification criteria,
which didn’t account for hot
players since the PGA TOUR
came back in June. So there’s
no Daniel Berger, no Stewart
Cink. That feels odd. No fans
will feel odd. The weather will
be cooler, and that, too, will feel
odd. So no, it most assuredly
won’t be the same. That said, it
will feel good to be there again
soaking up all that history amid
the pines. Kudos to Augusta
National for even finding a way
to have the tournament.
Martin: I’m OK with the
field being frozen from April.
Those other players will get their
chance in 2021, as it’s always
been. It would be weird to me if
a player won this year’s Masters
who was only in the field because
the tournament was moved by a
pandemic. To me, that would be
more unfair. The biggest adjustment will be the two-tee start and
early weekend finishes. It will be
interesting to see how, if at all,
these new tee times will impact
the tournament. x
© PGATOUR.com

